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Liverpool – The Great City showcases the resurgence of the port as a tourist,
leisure, shopping and educational place. Visitors to the city arrive curious about
the birthplace of the Mersey Sound, the home of the Beatles, the old staging post
to the New World, the arrival port for wartime Atlantic convoys, to see the city
that boasts two important cathedrals or two top-flight soccer teams – a wide
variety of reasons. They invariably depart surprised by the breadth and beauty of
the city architecture, the magnificent waterfront skyline and, more recently, the
quality of the shopping. Liverpool –The Great City provides a preview of the city,
a treasured keepsake, a wonderful present for a family member or perhaps those
who no longer live in the area and are curious to see how it is changing.
The images are presented in a large format hardback that does justice to both
the quality and importance of the photographs and of the city itself.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Paul McMullin is an architectural photographer. He works throughout the world on assignments
for clients. His photography career started in Liverpool in 1977 with Photoflex Studios. His work
is regularly featured in architectural awards and books and he is a keen advocate of both
digital and traditional forms of photography. He continues to document the ever changing face
of Liverpool as an ongoing project and for the love of the city.
Mike McNamee is the editor of the international photography magazine, Professional
Imagemaker and began collaborating with Paul McMullin on features concerned with
architectural and panoramic images. He lives and works on the Wirral, in New Brighton, and so
has the best view of the Liverpool Waterfront on a daily basis. As a young apprentice he used
the Mersey Ferries daily to get to work, today the same boats ply their trade tendering visitors
ashore from the great Cunard liners that have recently returned.
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